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Abstract
This chapter discusses entrepreneurship in the context of the RBV. What does the RBV
have to say that the study of entrepreneurship may usefully draw on? And, conversely,
how can entrepreneurship research further the RBV? I begin by sketching the RBV. I
then discuss the relation between the RBV and entrepreneurship research, before I
characterize a new research stream that has emerged over the last decade or so in the
intersection

of

entrepreneurship.”

the

RBV

and

entrepreneurship

research,

namely

“strategic

INTRODUCTION
Strategic management is ultimately about how to best deploying input factors to serve markets in
ways that result in high levels of value creation from the interaction between the firm and its
customers, and simultaneously making sure that the firm actually appropriates a substantial share of
the created value. If a firm has a potential to do this better than the competition and on a long-terms
basis, it is said to possess a “sustained competitive advantage”? But, where do such advantages
come from? Who creates them and how? What is the context for their emergence?
While competitive advantage has traditionally been addressed by strategic management
research (and industrial economics), the latter questions are more in focus in entrepreneurship (and
the economics of entrepreneurship), where they are linked to the notion of pursuing opportunities.
In turn, according to entrepreneurship scholars this pursuit will often involve forming a new firm.
Entrepreneurs are people who believe that they are better informed than other people and exploit
their supposed informational advantage in the pursuit of opportunities for profit.
Though complementary, the two fields have their own research traditions, speak to different
audiences, pose different questions, and so on. In this chapter, I discuss the relation between
strategic management, specifically the resource-based view (the “RBV”), and entrepreneurship.
What are their relationships? What has been done to integrate the two fields? What can be done?
How will practising managers benefit from a closer integration? I take a basic knowledge of
entrepreneurship theory as a given and relate this theory to the RBV.
The RBV is the dominant view in strategic management (Newbert, 2007; Acedo, Barroso, &
Galan, 2006), Moreover, it has influenced a number of other fields in management research, such as
international management, technology management, HR management, and organization theory.
There is little doubt that it has had significant effect on managerial practice, if mainly through
related ideas on core competencies, capabilities, and so on. The RBV encompasses a broad set of
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ideas. Thus, some use the term in a narrow sense for a set of ideas based on mainstream economics
about what are the necessary conditions for sustained competitive advantage. Others use it more
broadly for all approaches that somehow trace firm performance to firm “resources,” broadly
conceived, including ideas on “dynamic capabilities,” “core competencies” and “capabilities” that
draw on more heterodox ideas in economics, cognitive science insights and sociology.
The origins of the RBV are often found in the work of Edith Penrose (1959) who explained
how firms may diversify in a related manner based on excess firm-specific resources, argued that
different firms would learn to extract different services from the same kind of resources, and
emphasized that what are “productive opportunities” to a firm lies in the eyes of the top
management team (e.g., Kor & Mahoney, 2000). Another precursor of the RBV is economist
Harold Demsetz (e.g., 1973, 1982) whose work in industrial economics stressed, among other
things, how firm-specific advantages could drive, simultaneously, a tendency towards increasing
industrial concentration and high returns (i.e., concentration does not cause high returns, as claimed
by traditional industrial organization economics). Demsetz also explained how such advantages
may derive from superior information.
Note how Penrose and Demsetz suggest ideas that would seem to be close to the phenomenon
of entrepreneurship: Both Penrose and Demsetz trace (superior) performance to unique insights that
are not necessarily easily imitated. Specifically, Demsetz (1973: 3) attributes superior performance
to the “combination of great uncertainty plus luck or atypical insight by the management of a firm.”
Similarly, entrepreneurship research in economics and management see entrepreneurs are people
who believe that they have lower information costs than other people (Casson & Wadeson, 2007),
and/or privileged information about, for example, the future preferences of consumers (Knight,
1921; Mises, 1949; Rumelt, 1987). Entrepreneurship consists in using such privileged information
to exercise decisions over the use of resources in servicing markets so as to seize opportunities, that
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is, hitherto unrecognized possibilities of seizing a profit. Thus, one would expect the relation
between the RBV and the entrepreneurship fields to be a very close one. However, this is hardly the
case; specifically, at least until recently, the two research streams have developed rather
independently.
In the following, entrepreneurship is considered in the context of the RBV. What does the
RBV have to say that the study of entrepreneurship may usefully draw on? And, conversely, how
can entrepreneurship research further the RBV? I begin by sketching the RBV. I then discuss the
relation between the RBV and entrepreneurship research, before I characterize a new research
stream that has emerged over the last decade or so in the intersection of the RBV and
entrepreneurship research, namely “strategic entrepreneurship.”
THE RESOURCE BASED VIEW OF STRATEGY:
CONTENT AND FOUNDATIONAL ASSUMPTIONS
Strategic Management and Economics
Ultimately, strategic management is about creating and maintaining “sustained competitive
advantage” (SCA). Strategies may be defined as plans for creating SCA. SCA is thus the central
thing that strategic management scholars seek to explain, or, if you like, the central dependent
variable in strategy research. It may be defined as a firm’s ability to create and appropriate more
value than the competition on a sustained basis. In other words, SCA is usually interpreted as a
firm-level phenomenon, that is, as something that somehow emerges from the interaction of
members of the coalition of input owners (owners of financial, physical and financial capital) that
defines the and is jointly held by thís coalition. Note that possessing a SCA does not necessarily
translate into superior financial performance; SCA is rather a potential for such performance, which
may or may not be realized.
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Almost since its inception in the late 1960s, strategic management has been heavily indebted
to economics, particularly the mainstream economics of intermediate micro-economics textbooks
(i.e., “Marshallian price theory”), industrial organization economics, and financial economics.1 This
is hardly surprising: Central, arguably the central, constructs of strategic management—namely,
value creation, value appropriation and sustained competitive advantage—lend themselves directly
to an economics interpretation. The notion that all of strategic management ultimately boils down to
creating and appropriating more value than the competition (e.g., Peteraf & Barney, 2003) can be
usefully addressed in terms of very basic economics. The tools of industrial organization theory,
game theory, and bargaining theory can be applied to refine the analysis (e.g., Makadok, 2010).
In fact, at its core most modern strategic management theory (whether the RBV or the
positioning approach of Porter, 1980) is based on a logic of “competitive imperfection”. This means
that, ultimately, some deviation from the ideal of the perfectly competitive model of economics,
explain the central phenomenon that strategy is concerned with, namely sustained competitive
advantage. In the Porter (1980) approach these imperfections stem from barriers to entry at the level
of industries or strategic groups within industries. Such barriers mean that are protected by the can
gain market power, raising prices, and giving rise to profits.2
The Resource-based View
In its modern version, the RBV was developed in a string of seminal contributions by
Lippman and Rumelt (1982), Wernerfelt (1984), Rumelt (1984) and Barney (1986).The RBV is
often presented as a “theory of the firm.” This is somewhat imprecise, given that nowadays a theory
of the firm usually means a theory of the existence and scope of firms (Coase, 1937; Williamson,
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Excellent discussions of the influence of economics on strategic management can be found in Porter (1981), Rumelt,
Schendel and Teece (1991), Hoskission, Hitt, Wan and Yiu (1999), and Lockett and Thompson (2001).
2
As well as introducing welfare losses. Thus, superior performance and harm done to society are two sides of the same
coin in this approach. In contrast, in the RBV lens superior performance and increasing welfare are two sides of the
same coin.
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1996). The RBV is not a theory of the firm in this sense. It would be more correct to say that the
RBV is first and foremost a theory of SCA.To repeat SCA refers to the potential of a firm to create
and appropriate more value than the competition. This raises the issue of what may be meant by the
“competition.” If this is taken to include all other firms, only one firm in an industry can hold SCA.
However, in some formulations, SCA is defined relative to the marginal firm, that is, the firm that
exactly breaks even (Peteraf & Barney, 2003). An additional issue is what is meant by “creating and
appropriating value.” Briefly, a firm creates value when it creates producers’ and/or consumers’
surplus (i.e., P – C > 0 and/or P – reservation prices > 0). It appropriates value when it can capture
parts of these surpluses. The better the firm is at capturing such surpluses, the higher its financial
performance.
The RBV is characterized by tracing the potential to create and appropriate more value than
the competition to the resource endowments of firms, and the characteristics of these resources. The
crowning achievement of the high church RBV has been the formulation of criteria that must be
jointly met for resources to give rise to sustained competitive advantage (Barney, 1991; Peteraf &
Barney, 2003; Peteraf, 1993). The seminal contribution in this regard is Jay B. Barney’s 1991
article, “Firm resources and sustained competitive advantage”, one of the most influential strategic
management texts ever. Barney (1991: 102) explains that
A firm is said to have a competitive advantage when it is implementing a value
creating strategy not simultaneously being implemented by any current or potential
competitors. A firm is said to have a sustained competitive advantage when it is
implementing a value creating strategy not simultaneously being implemented by any
current or potential competitors and when these other firms are unable to duplicate the
benefits of this strategy.
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(Note how economics underlies the analysis: SCA is defined in terms of situations in which all
attempts by competitor firms at imitating or substituting a successful firm have ceased, that is,
when Nash equilibrium obtains). SCA can be enjoyed by firms, Barney explains, that control
resources that are valuable, rare, and costly to imitate and substitute. These conditions make up
what has become known as the “VRIN framework,” or, adding the organizational (“O”)
embeddedness of resources, the “VRIO framework.”
Barney (1991) is not entirely forthcoming about the precise meaning of these criteria (Foss &
Knudsen, 2003). He talks about “value” in terms of being able to exploit an opportunity or
neutralize a threat in the environment (i.e., the SWOT framework), and hints that “environmental
analysis” (e.g., Porter’s 5-forces framework) may be useful for understanding the criterion of value.
Somehow, of course, value is a matter of driving a wedge between the reservation prices (i.e., the
maximum willingness to pay of the customers) of the products made possible by the relevant
resource and the costs of production of those products. However, how exactly that wedge arises is
basically not discussed in Barney (1991), and is implicitly seen as covered in other approaches3 A
firm that possesses valuable resources may deploy these resources to executing a strategy “not
simultaneously being implemented by any current or potential competitor,” that is, it has
competitive advantage. Whether that competitive advantage is sustainable depends on the three
other criteria (RIN or RIO). The criterion of “rare’ness” should be understood in a simple counting
sense (implying that not “too many” other firms can implement the same strategy(ies) as the firm
enjoying a sustained competitive advantage), and the two remaining criteria refer to the costliness
of imitating or substituting the resource or bundle of resources that give rise to the competitive
advantage.
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Not only in strategy, but also in, for example, HRM and organization which has implications for the efficiency (costs)
with which resources are organized (Barney, 1995), or marketing, which addresses the maximum prices (i.e.,
reservation prices) that consumers/customers/clients are willing to pay.
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Earlier work by Barney (1986) established the necessary condition for sustained competitive
advantage that the relevant underlying resources or the services thereof are acquired or rented at a
price that is lower than their net present value. Otherwise, any competitive advantages will be offset
by supply prices on “strategic factor markets.”4 This is explicitly included in Peteraf’s (1993)
closely related contribution, which introduces a condition of relative immobility of resources:
essential but highly mobile resources can appropriate most or all of the value they contribute to the
firm. Peteraf (1993) also includes resource heterogeneity of resources (this is captured by the
“valuable” and “rare” conditions in the Barney framework) , “ex ante limits to competition” (this is
Barney’s [1986] condition that resources must be purchased at a p < NPT to be of strategic value),
and “ex post limits to competition” (this is Barney’s [1991] conditions of costly imitability and
substitutability).
Extensions of the Basic RBV Model
Much subsequent work on the RBV has consisted in elaborating, refining, extending and
testing the core ideas of the RBV as well as refining the more specific criteria for sustained
competitive advantage.
Resource accumulation. A central question in the RBV is what factors make resources hard
to imitate. The seminal contribution here is the resource accumulation model advanced by Dierickx
and Cool (1989). They argue that competitive advantages stem from firm-specific resource stocks
that need to be accumulated internally. Strategists are mainly concerned with the building of
valuable stocks of resources (like brand reputation, manufacturing capabilities, technological
expertise) by making appropriate choices about strategic investments flows. The imitability and
sustainability of competitive positions result from the characteristics of the mapping of investment
flows onto resource stocks. Dierickx and Cool argue that time compression diseconomies explain
4

In terms of the VRIN framework this may be seen as built into the “V(alue” criterion: If the price of a resource is
equal to its NPV, it has no value to the firm.
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early-mover advantages, since higher investment outlays over a shorter period of time by a follower
are required to catch up with an early-mover. Asset mass efficiencies confer an advantage to a firm
that has already accumulated a critical mass of a resource (cf. Cohen & Levinthal 1990). However,
in the presence of asset erosion, Knott et al. (2000) argue and show empirically that time
compression diseconomies and asset mass efficiencies are not sufficient to gain sustainable
competitive advantages.
Rather, the interconnectedness of asset stocks and causal ambiguity appear to be necessary to
explain long-term differences in resource stocks (Lippman & Rumelt 1982; Barney 1991). The
value of an asset stock depends on the presence of complementary resources, sharply increasing the
investment costs for an imitator. Causal ambiguity obfuscates the link between resources and firm
performance. It points to the tacitness, complexity, and specificity of the resource base (Reed &
DeFillippi, 1990). Recent work has particularly highlighted the complexity of a firm’s resource base
as an effective barrier to imitation (Winter, 2000; Rivkin, 2000). Many scholars argue that
knowledge-based assets such as firm-specific capabilities are particularly likely to meet these
criteria, because these have emerged through complex and path-dependent historical processes and
embody a great deal of knowledge that is costly to articulate (Barney, 1991; Winter, 2000).5
These characteristics also impact the tradability of resources. Thus, while generic resource
may be acquired in factor markets, the firm-specific and idiosyncratic resources underpinning
competitive advantages result from internal accumulation processes. Lippman and Rumelt (2003a:
1082) succinctly summarize RBV’s insistence on the primacy of internal resource accumulation:
The resource-based view predicts that firms will focus their energies on the
development of complex “home-grown” resources, taking time and care to develop
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Note, however, causal ambiguity of its resources may also restrict the strategic options of a firm, since it may find it
impossible to transfer or to replicate the competitive advantage in a different context (Winter & Szulanski 2001; King &
Zeithamel 2001).
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knowledge, know-how, social capital, and other socially complex, difficult-to-transfer
resources.
However, Makadok (2001a,b) argues that resource development may not constitute the only causal
mechanism to explain competitive advantages. Firms may also be better than others at picking
undervalued resources in the market for resources. Resource-picking points to the role of strategic
factor markets in explaining firm behavior and competitive advantage.
Strategic factor markets. Barney (1986) characterized markets for resources as strategic
factor markets. Apart from luck, firms may only acquire resources below their net present value by
forming heterogeneous expectations about resource value. Otherwise, prospective buyers bid up the
price to the resource’s net present value and the seller appropriates the value from the resource (e.g.,
Capron & Shen, 2007). Much subsequent research on strategic factor markets has focused on the
origins of differential expectations about resources. Makadok and Barney (2001) analyze
differences in the information acquisition strategies of firms, while Denrell, Fang and Winter (2003)
point to entrepreneurial serendipity to explain the acquisition of undervalued resources. A second
line of inquiry has focused on co-specialization among heterogeneous resources (Teece 1986;
Lippman & Rumelt 2003; Adegbesan 2009). Even with perfect information, heterogeneous firms
may place differential values on a complementary resource in a strategic factor market. With
resource heterogeneity among buyers, gains from resource trade are not dissipated in a competitive
bidding process and at least some of the resource value is appropriated by the buyer.
Bargaining. Work on strategic factor markets point to the more general problem of
bargaining resource owners (Peteraf, 1993). Bargaining among resource owners has attracted a
great deal of attention in recent contributions to the RBV. Coff (1997, 1999) argues that value
appropriation among resource owners (e.g. employees, shareholders, suppliers) fundamentally
depends on the bargaining power of each resource owner. He shows how various instantiations of
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constrained resource mobility systematically influence the bargaining position of resource owners.
Lippman and Rumelt (2003a) and Adgbesan (2009), draw on cooperative game theory to analyze
how co-specialization among resources systematically change the outside options for resource
owners and thereby determines their relative bargaining positions. MacDonald and Ryall (2004) add
to this emerging stream of literature by establishing the necessary conditions for value
appropriation. They highlight the importance of competition for a scarce resource among different
resource coalitions for value appropriation. Blyler and Coff (2003) add a social dimension to the
bargaining problem by stressing the role of social capital for attaining and leveraging bargaining
power.
Empirical Work
Despite its broad theoretical appeal and strong influence on managerial education and
practice, the empirical track record of the key tenets of the RBV has so far been somewhat modest
(Priem & Butler 2001a,b). Madsen and Hoopes (2008) argue that the RBV lacks a cumulative body
of work showing how firms differ in their resource bases. In survey articles on the empirical support
for the RBV, Armstrong and Shimizu (2007) and Newbert (2007) find only modest support for the
key tenets of the RBV that connect resource characteristics to sustained profitability (cf. Crook et
al. 2008 for a meta study that finds more robust support). Arend (2006) argues that resources that
meet the VRIO criteria are usually identified only ex post, making the explanation circular; (2) the
RBV is mainly used as a convenient framing device and specific implications of the view are
seldom tested; (3) the link between resources and performance is not carefully examined, for
example, in terms of organizational variables that mediate this link; (4) key resources are hard to
measure, particularly those “socially complex” and “tacit” resources that the view often focuses on
(e.g., Dierickx & Cool, 1989; Barney, 1991); and (5) the gains from superior resources may not be
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captured at the firm level—but rather be captured by individual resources (Coff, 1997, 1999;
Lippman & Rumelt, 2003)—in which case firm performance cannot be the dependent variable.
Other Resource-based Research Streams
The above resource-based ideas constitute what may be seen as the core of the RBV. These
are ideas that primarily draw on mainstream economics. However, many of the ideas that have
popped up in the evolution of the RBV are not so easily aligned with, for example, the basic microeconomics, such as notions involving process, learning, innovation, evolution, and tacit knowledge.
Research streams closely related to the core RBV have emerged to deal with these more dynamic
issues. They encompass the “knowledge-based view of the firm” (Kogut & Zander, 1992), the
“evolutionary theory of the firm” (Nelson & Winter, 1982), the “capabilities view of the firm”
(Langlois, 1992), and the “dynamic capabilities view” (Teece, Pisano, and Shuen, 1997). These
streams, which Gavetti and Levinthal (2004) call the “low-church RBV,” draw on the product
development and knowledge management literatures in management, evolutionary economics,
Schumpeterian thought, the organizational learning literature, work on leadership and alliances, and
business history.
While overall there is the same emphasis on firms as collections of heterogeneous resources,
the low-church RBV focuses on building, accumulating, transforming, managing, learning about,
combining and recombining, etc. resources, and, in particular, the services that can be derived from
such resources. Dynamics and learning are heavily emphasized. Moreover, the low church RBV
unambiguously concentrates on resources or assets that are knowledge-based, social in the sense
that they are somehow linked to a collectivity of interacting agents, and tend to put much emphasis
on the tacit nature of the knowledge that is alleged to reside in such interaction.
A particularly influential contribution is Teece, Pisano and Shuen’s (1997). They argue that
superior performance comes from a firm’s capacity to change its resource base in the face of
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Schumpeterian competition and environmental change. Dynamic capabilities are defined as the
firm’s ability to integrate, build, and reconfigure internal and external competences to address
rapidly changing environments (Teece, Pisano & Shuen 1997: 516). Importantly, dynamic
capabilities reflect past learning processes, as they are a learned pattern of collective activity
through which the organization systematically generates and modifies its operational routines in
pursuit of improved performance. This basic definition has been subsequently refined and extended,
but what unites different approaches and definitions is the insistence on an organizational ability to
alter its resource base. Thus, Helfat et al. (2007: 4) synthesize prior conceptual work by defining a
dynamic capability as “the capacity of an organization to purposefully create, extend, and modify its
resource base”. Accordingly, dynamic capabilities may perform different tasks that alter the
resource base, such as new product development, alliance formation, or post-acquisition integration
(Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000).
Recent work on dynamic capabilities has increasingly stressed the role of organizational
processes for understanding how firms alter its resource base. Teece (2007) opens up the black box
of dynamic capabilities by relating the concept to organizational processes of sensing and seizing
business opportunities and the constant (re)alignment of resources (cf. Helfat & Peteraf, 2009). A
firm’s sensing ability critically depends on the organizational systems and individual capacities to
learn and to identify, filter, evaluate, and shape opportunities. Once a business opportunity is
identified, the organizational structure, procedures, and incentives influence whether and how a
firm seize the opportunity and creates a new strategic path.
THE RESOURCE-BASED VIEW AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP:
WHAT ARE THE CONNECTIONS?
What is Entrepreneurship?
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In the entrepreneurship curriculum of many business schools, the phenomenon under
investigation has often been “small-business management.” Entrepreneurs are pictured as the
managers of small, family-owned businesses or start-up companies. Entrepreneurship consists of
routine management tasks, relationships with venture capitalists and other sources of external
finance, product development, marketing, and so on. Unfortunately, this notion of entrepreneurship
is sufficiently elastic to be practically meaningless. It appears to include virtually all aspects of
small or new business management, while excluding the identical tasks when performed within a
large or established business. Put differently, if entrepreneurship is simply a set of management
activities, or any management activity that takes place within a particular type of firm, then it is
unclear why we should bother to add this label to those activities.
It is, in fact, common, particularly within the management literature, to associate
entrepreneurship with boldness, daring, imagination, or creativity (e.g., Lumpkin and Dess, 1996).
These accounts emphasize the personal, psychological characteristics of the entrepreneur.
Entrepreneurship, in this conception is a specialized activity that some individuals are particularly
well equipped to perform. Probably the best-known concept of entrepreneurship in economics is
Joseph Schumpeter’s idea of the entrepreneur as innovator. Schumpeter’s entrepreneur introduces
“new combinations”—new products, production methods, markets, sources of supply, or industrial
combinations—shaking the economy out of its previous equilibrium through a process Schumpeter
termed “creative destruction.” Entrepreneurship can also be conceived as “alertness” to profit
opportunities. This concept has been elaborated most fully by Israel Kirzner (1973) who follows
Austrian economist Friedrich Hayek (1968) in describing competition as a discovery process: the
source of entrepreneurial profit is superior foresight, the discovery of something (new products,
cost-saving technology) unknown to other market participants. The simplest case is that of the
arbitrageur, who discovers a discrepancy in present prices that can be exploited for financial gain.
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In a more typical case, the entrepreneur is alert to a new product or a superior production process
and steps in to fill this market gap before others.
Success, in this view, comes not from following a well-specified maximization problem, but
from having some knowledge or insight that no one else has, notably in future changes in
technologies, preferences, regulation, new markets, new sources of supply and so on. As Salerno
(1993: 123) argues, entrepreneurs “are those who seek to profit by actively promoting adjustment to
change. They are not content to passively adjust their . . . activities to readily foreseeable changes
or changes that have already occurred in their circumstances; rather, they regard change itself as an
opportunity to meliorate their own conditions and aggressively attempt to anticipate and exploit it.”
In generating superior foresight, entrepreneurs rely on the knowledge they hold. Thus, Shane (2000)
demonstrates how experiential knowledge, which he takes to include “prior knowledge about
markets,” “prior knowledge about how to serve markets,” “prior knowledge of customer problems,”
etc., influences the opportunities that entrepreneurs discover.
A general understanding of entrepreneurship that integrates the above notions, and used in
the following is that entrepreneurship is the exercise of ability and willingness to perceive new
economic opportunities and to introduce specific ways of seizing these opportunities into the market
in the face of uncertainty (Knight, 1921; Wennekers & Thurik, 1999).
The RBV and Entrepreneurship
Given the above characterization of entrepreneurship, it would immediately seem that there
are multiple connections to the RBV. Like the RBV, entrepreneurship is about exploiting superior
information or insight for the purpose of earning a profit, preferably over an extended period of
time. Thus, entrepreneurial outcomes are also competitive outcomes, that is, they lead to the
production of goods or services at lower costs or qualitities that are higher than those of the
competition (Mosakowski, 1998: 626). In order to exploit an opportunity, an entrepreneur usually
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has to assemble a set of resources, at least one of which (namely his own specific insight) is
specialized to the opportunity. He will often have to modify the resource-base as he pursues the
opportunity. The insight is sometimes so much inside the head of the entrepreneur that he may find
it difficult to communicate to outside parties, such as venture capitalists and other financiers. As
stressed in the “effectuation approach” of Sarasvathy (2008), entrepreneurs usually don’t begin
from an analytical industry or segment analysis á la Porter or Kotler; they begin with the resources,
including network contacts, that they have “at hand.” Similarly, the RBV stresses that strategy
begins from an analysis of the resources that the firm controls rather than from Porterian industry
analysis (Barney, 1986).
Thus, idiosyncracy, tacit knowledge, uncertainty, dynamics, resource assembly and changes
in the resource-base seem central to entrepreneurship─as it does to resource-based strategy! As
RBV scholar Kathleen Conner (1991: 133-134) perceptively noted two decades ago:
In a resource-based view, discerning appropriate inputs is ultimately a matter of of
entrepreneurial vision and intuition: the creative act underlying such vision is a subject
that so far has not been a central focus of resource-based theory development.
Given this, it is somewhat surprising that the RBV and entrepreneurship research have, in fact,
made rather little contact.
Never the Twain Shall Meet?
However, there are some good reasons for this lack of contact. Consider first the situation
from the point of view of the RBV. The key point of interest in the RBV sustained competitive
advantage, that is, a firm’s (note: not an entrepreneur’s) ability to create and appropriate more value
than the competition on a sustained basis. First, notice that this means that the RBV is primarily
about outlier firms, those few exceptional firms that actually are persistently successful. In contrast,
the entrepreneurship is about the creation of any firm, from the mon & pop store on the corner to a
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new breakthrough corporation based on cutting-edge theory. And some would argue that the
entrepreneurship field is really about any entrepreneurial act, by individuals or firms, whether
emerging or established. Second, various lists have been compiled of the criteria that resources must
meet in order to yield rents in equilibrium (e.g., the VRIN criteria of Barney, 1991). However, there
is a retrospective character to such lists: Their main function is to perform a kind of sort among the
firm’s resources to see if any conform to the criteria. Equipped with the list, a manager can
ascertain every resource in the firm to check if any of them conform to the criteria on the list.
However, the list does not explicitly tell a manager how to go about creating strategic resources.
Also, the list is not a guide to the identification of opportunities, the exploitation of which may later
be turned into advantages; in contrast, entrepreneurship is all about being forward-looking. Thus,
the core RBV analysis simply lacks a story about the creation of competitive advantage. All it
seems to have is the admonition that managers should try and use their superior inside information
so as to pick those resources in strategic factor markets that are currently undervalued (cf. Rumelt,
1987; Makadok, 2001; Denrell, Fang & Winter, 2003).6
Now consider the situation from the point of view of the entrepreneurship field.
Entrepreneurship research has characteristics, even biases, namely it concentrates on new firm
formation (start-ups), it focuses on individual entrepreneurs, and it highlights the discovery
activities of these individuals.
With respect to the first characteristic, Gartner and Carter (2003) declare that we “… consider
the processes of organization formation to be the core characteristics of entrepreneurship,” and
many appear to agree with them. However, this would seem imply that already-formed
organizations cannot engage in entrepreneurial actions. But, there is no simply inherent reason why
6

Some contributions that are close to the RBV highlight individual cognition in structuring the search for new
resource combinations (e.g. Amit & Schoemaker, 1993), but such ideas do not seem to be well integrated into the core
of the RBV.
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entrepreneurship thus defined cannot be exercised by established firms. Established firms regularly
discover and exploit new opportunities. In fact, Schumpeter (1942) argued that entrepreneurship
should be thought of as a firm-level phenomenon (see also Baumol, 1990). If entrepreneurship
researchers have nevertheless often tied together new firm formation and entrepreneurship, this is
presumably caused by new firm formation being an important driver of economic growth.
A second characteristic of the entrepreneurship literature is the concentration on individuals..
Organizations enter the analysis mainly as an instrument of the entrepreneur’s vision. This contrasts
with the evidence that a substantial number of new ventures are founded by entrepreneurial teams
(e.g., Cooper & Daily, 1997), that is, a group of entrepreneurs with a common goal that can only be
realized by certain combinations of entrepreneurial actions (Harper, 2008).
The third characteristic of the more recent entrepreneurship literature is what is arguably an an
over-concentration on opportunity discovery. Following Scott Shane’s work (Shane, 2003),
management research on entrepreneurship has made entrepreneurship virtually synonymous with
opportunity discovery. However, there is clearly much more to entrepreneurship than the discovery
of opportunities, namely the exploitation of those opportunities through assembling and deploying a
bundle of relevant resources, such as complementary assets related to production, sales and
marketing.
Two Examples of Papers That Forge Linkages Between the RBV and Entrepreneurship
One of the first papers to deal with the relation between (the high church) RBV and
entrepreneurship is Elaine Mosakowski’s “Entrepreneurial Resources, Organizational Choices and
Competitive Outcomes” (1998). She defines “entrepreneurial resources” as the “propensity of an
individual to behave creatively, act with foresight, use intuition, and be alert to new opportunities”
(p.625), and argues that such resources can be distributed in two ways in firms: Either they are held
by a single manager-entrepreneur, or they are distributed across individuals in an entrepreneurial
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team. However, her main interest is in understanding the organizational embeddedness of such
resources rather than their contribution to competitive advantage.
Sharon Alvarez and Lowell Busenitz (2001) is more directly forthcoming regarding how the
RBV and entrepreneurship relates. They seek to extend the RBV by introducing “entrepreneurial
recognition”—defined as both the recognition of opportunities and opportunity-seeking
behaviour—as a resource. They also treat the “process of combining and organizing resources as a
resource” (p.756). They analyze entrepreneurship thus understood in terms of the Peteraf (1993)
framework. Thus, entrepreneurial recognition and resource organization are heterogeneous
because they are based on different information, personal backgrounds, heuristics, and so on; they
are given to ex post limits to competition, because they are rooted in path-dependent processes that
are difficult to emulate and because they embody much tacit knowledge; and they are highly
immobile, because they are typically linked to specific resource with which they co-specialize.
Alvarez and Busenitz do not offer a discussion of Peteraf’s final criterion, specifically that there
must be ex ante limits to competition (except for a few very general remarks).
STRATEGIC ENTREPRENEURSHIP
The field of strategic entrepreneurship (henceforth, “SE”) is a fairly recent one. Mainly associated
with scholars like Michael Hitt and Duane Ireland, its central idea is that opportunity-seeking and
advantage-seeking—the former the central subject of the entrepreneurship field, the latter the
central subject of the strategic management field—are processes that need to be considered jointly.
Establishing this link is particularly important in dynamic environments where advantages may be
short-lived. SE involves going beyond the focus on start-ups, characteristic of the entrepreneurship
field, and paying explicit attention to the established firm as a source of entrepreneurial actions. It
also involves paying explicit attention of the creation of competitive advantages, a weak spot of the
strategic management field.
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In one of the early conceptualization of strategic entrepreneurship Hitt and Ireland (2000)
propose six different domains of intersection between strategic management and entrepreneurship:
innovation, organizational networks, internationalization, organizational learning, top management
teams and governance, and growth, flexibility and change.As this list indicates, the focus in this
stream is on the enactment of entrepreneurial strategies “to continuously create competitive
advantages that lead to maximum wealth creation” (Hitt et al., 2002: 2). There is a strong emphasis
on the top management team and its strategic intent (Ireland, Hitt & Sirmon, 2003; Ireland et al.,
2001). However, not all entrepreneurial actions are the result of firms having enacted an
entrepreneurial strategy. Entrepreneurial behaviors can emerge from lower levels of an organization
(Burgelman, 1983), but this not yet seem to have incorporated in this research stream.
Ireland et al. (2001, 2003) discuss the determinants of organizational level “wealth creation”:
an entrepreneurial mindset, entrepreneurial culture and leadership, managing resources strategically,
and applying creativity and developing innovation. However, many different variables at different
levels of analysis are invoked in this research stream as determinants of wealth creation. A
particularly influential construct is that of “entrepreneurial orientation” which originates before the
advent of strategic entrepreneurship (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996). An entrepreneurial orientation ”…
refers to the strategy-making practices that businesses use to identify and launch corporate
ventures” ( Dess & Lumpkin, 2005: 147), and is is measured by five key entrepreneurial variables,
namely autonomy, innovativeness, risk taking, proactiveness and competitive aggressiveness (Dess
& Lumpkin, 2005). Firms differ with respect to these variables (Ireland, Kuratko, & Covin, 2003).
Broadly defined, innovation is perhaps the most examined element of entrepreneurial orientation.
CONCLUSIONS
This chapter has examined the relations between strategic management, exemplified by the RBV,
and the entrepreneurship field. While the RBV has concentrated on competitive advantages and
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their protection, the entrepreneurship field raises questions about the very origin of those
advantages. Of course, not all opportunities become competitive advantages; they may exploited,
the competition finds out, imitation ensures, etc., and the profit opportunity is competed away. But
some do, and to extent that strategy is concerned with competitive advantages (and not just their
sustainability), more attention needs to be paid to essentially entrepreneurial acts of creating or
discovering opportunities.
Given the strongly complementary nature of the RBV and entrepreneurship, the existing
amount of contact is not exactly overwhelming. There are many signs, however, that this is
changing. Scholars associated with the RBV and its dynamic capabilities offspring are increasingly
becoming interested in managerial cognition; they address those capabilities that dynamically act to
change the firm’s resource-base; they discuss the tradeoffs between exploiting existing activities
and resources and exploring new activities and uses of existing resources; and so on. These
developments have been going for almost fifteen years. Although they may have most explicitly
related to innovation research, entrepreneurship and innovation are very strongly overlapping. For
almost as long a group of scholars have been gathering under the “strategic entrepreneurship”
banner, and have made strides forward in the attempt to link entrepreneurship to established firms
(rather than just start-ups). They result of all this is that both strategy and entrepreneurship are
changing. In fact, Baker and Pollock (2007: 297) argue that “strategy is succeeding in its takeover
of the academic field of entrepreneurship.” This may be overstating it, but it does point to the
existence of a much closer liaison between strategy and entrepreneurship—to the benefit of both.

FURTHER READING
Anyone interested in the RBV should familiarize herself with the classical research papers, in
particular Wernerfelt (1984), Barney (1986, 1991), and Peteraf (1993). These are quite accessible
and are readable by most reasonably advanced students. More recent, and difficult, papers are
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Lippman and Rumelt (2003a, b), Denrell, Fang and Winter (2003), and Adegbesan (2009). The
founding paper on core competences is Prahalad and Hamel (1990) and the founding dynamic
capabilities paper is Teece, Pisano and Shuen (1997). Foss and Stieglitz (2011) summarizes the
resource-based literature of various stripes. Foss (1997) is a collection of classical RBV papers,
although it may now be a bit outdated.
In entrepreneurship, it pays to study one of the classics, notably Schumpeter (1911, 1942) or
Kirzner (1973). Most students will find these somewhat tough going, particularly because they
presuppose substantial knowledge about economics. More managerially oriented contributions by
very influential scholars in the recent entrepreneurship literature are Shane (2003) and Sarasvathy
(2007), representative of the “opportunity discovery” and “effectuation” approaches, respectively.
The strategic entrepreneurship literature is discussed in Foss and Lyngsie (2012).
QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION
•

A key concept in the RBV is the notion of a strategic factor market, that is, those markets where
firms acquire resources that are necessary for realizing their strategies (Barney, 1986). Is
entrepreneurship a resource that can be purchased on a strategic factor market?

•

Entrepreneurs are usually thought of as individuals. In contrast, strategic management usually
highlights top management teams. Discuss to what extent it makes sense to think of
entrepreneurship as something that is exercised by a managerial team.

•

Discuss the meaningfulness of the notion of “sustained competitive advantage” in the presence
of (ongoing) entrepreneurship.
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